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Hunted on The Fens - Joy Ellis 2016
A vicious criminal is targeting DI Nikki Galena
and her team. One by one he will hunt them
down and destroy their lives, unless she can stop
him first.
M for Murder - Keri Beevis 2020-02-26
Eight years after a serial killer was presumed
dead, a rookie cop tackles his possible comeback
in this crime thriller by the author of D for Dead.
In 1989 the Alphabet Killer, Professor Rodney
Boone, murdered eight students. The victims,
“A” to “H,” were each found with their surname
initial carved into their neck. Victim nine
narrowly escaped, and the murderer was left to
burn to death. Eight years later, rookie police
officer, Rebecca Angell, is thrown headlong into
assisting a murder investigation. A body is found
floating in the sewer, bearing the initial “J.” The
investigators are convinced they are dealing
with a copycat killer, but Boone’s body was
never recovered. As Angell scrambles to uncover
the truth, the body count continues to rise, and
it soon becomes apparent that the killer is intent
on completing the alphabet . . . ***Previously
published as Dead Letter Day *** A perfect
choice for fans of authors like Angela Marsons,
Robert Bryndza, and Patricia Gibney.
Their Lost Daughters - Joy Ellis 2017
"Two girls go to a party, only one returns alive.
Toni, the surviving teenager, is found deliriously
wandering the muddy fields of the fens. She has
been drugged and it's uncertain whether she'll
survive. She says she saw her friend Emily being
dragged away from the party. But no one knows
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who Emily is or even if she's still alive ...
Meanwhile the drowned body of another girl has
been found on an isolated beach. And how does
this all relate to the shocking disappearance of a
little girl nearly a decade ago, a crime which was
never solved? The girl's mother is putting
immense pressure on the police to re-open the
high-profile case." -Secrets of the Dead - Carol Wyer 2018-10-04
Holy Island - L. J. Ross 2021-03
Detective Chief Inspector Ryan retreats to Holy
Island seeking sanctuary when he is forced to
take sabbatical leave from his duties as a
homicide detective. A few days before
Christmas, his peace is shattered and he is
thrust back into the murky world of murder
when a young woman is found dead amongst the
ancient ruins of the nearby Priory. When former
local girl Dr Anna Taylor arrives back on the
island as a police consultant, old memories swim
to the surface making her confront her difficult
past. She and Ryan struggle to work together to
hunt a killer who hides in plain sight, while
pagan ritual and small-town politics muddy the
waters of their investigation.
The Potter's Field - Andrea Camilleri
2011-09-27
“You either love Andrea Camilleri or you haven’t
read him yet. Each novel in this wholly addictive,
entirely magical series, set in Sicily and starring
a detective unlike any other in crime fiction,
blasts the brain like a shot of pure oxygen.
Aglow with local color, packed with flint-dry wit,
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as fresh and clean as Mediterranean seafood —
altogether transporting. Long live Camilleri, and
long live Montalbano.” A.J. Finn, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Woman in the
Window Witty and entertaining, the Montalbano
novels by Andrea Camilleri-a master of the
Italian detective story-have become favorites of
mystery fans everywhere. In this latest
installment, an unidentified corpse is found near
Vigàta, a town known for its soil rich with
potter's clay. Meanwhile, a woman reports the
disappearance of her husband, a Colombian man
with Sicilian origins who turns out to be related
to a local mobster. Then Inspector Montalbano
remembers the story from the Bible-Judas's
betrayal, the act of remorse, and the money for
the potter's field, where those of unknown or
foreign origin are to be buried-and slowly,
through myriad betrayals, finds his way to the
solution to the crime.
Stolen Ones - Angela Marsons 2021-11-11
Kim felt sickness sweep over her as she watched
little Grace dust off her dirty hands. Blonde curls
tumbled around her face. Then, Grace
disappeared into the crowd. Kim wanted to
pause the recording, run outside and grab her to
stop what was about to happen. One August
afternoon, eight-year-old Grace Lennard skips
into the garden of the childcare centre she
attends and vanishes into thin air. Rushing to
the scene of Grace’s disappearance, Detective
Kim Stone finds a chilling piece of evidence: the
engraved heart bracelet belonging to Melody
Jones – the little girl who was taken from a
playground exactly twenty-five years ago. Hours
before, Steven Harte had walked into Halesowen
police station and confessed to having
information that would lead Kim to Melody. And
he told Kim she’d have a more urgent problem to
deal with first. Now Kim must play Steven’s
twisted game if she’s to find Grace alive. With
only twenty-four hours to make every second of
Steven’s interrogation count, and scan his
behaviour for hidden clues, Kim and her team
soon link Steven to the abduction of several
vulnerable girls – two were kept for a year and
then released, unharmed – but where are
Melody and the others? Then small bones are
discovered in the grounds of a local park, and
Kim fears the worst. Kim may think she’s close
to convicting a killer, but the case has got even
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more complex. A chilling figure from Kim’s past
is about to reveal a shocking secret that will hit
her where it hurts the most. Can Kim put aside
her own demons, save Grace and the other
missing girls before more innocent lives are lost?
An edge-of-your-seat thriller that will leave your
heart in your mouth. You will be totally hooked
on the utterly addictive, number one, multimillion-copy bestselling Detective Kim Stone
series. Read what everyone is saying about
Stolen Ones: ‘OMG what a page turner.
Heartbreaking, chilling and utterly compulsive…
Hooked from the first to the last page,
constantly holding my breath… another
explosive addition to this gripping and very
addictive series.’ NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘OMFG… Nail biting, thrilling, and riveting the
author has pulled out all the stops…deliciously
satisfying.’ NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow… a
cracker of a book… I just loved this… was
hooked right from the start… there was
everything I loved in this brilliant book... had me
totally immersed.’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Incredible. I knew I would be hooked but this
exceeded my expectations… had me shaking my
head and saying WTF… Absolutely loved every
moment of this book.’ Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow - what a brilliant page turner this
had me hooked from the first chapter and kept
me invested throughout… gripping.’ NetGalley
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Gripped me so deeply… I am
100% addicted… read within 24 hours. Kim
Stone is my idol… Totally compelling, addictive.’
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG where on earth am I meant to be
able to start with this…This book was everything
I wanted it to be and more.’ Rachel’s Random
Reads, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Had me devouring this story long
into the night… brilliant… I was completely
hooked… the best Kim Stone book I've read.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I absolutely loved
this… pulls you in straight away and doesn't let
you go until the last page.’ Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Genius… utterly compelling… will have
you gripped to the end… comes with the mother
of all twists!’ NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Loved
loved loved it!… I could not put this down.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I’ve not spoken to my
husband in 3 days as this was far more
important. As always, this lived up to all
expectations… It’s all there. And perfect. Clear
your diary. Just sit and enjoy’. Goodreads
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reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Woo hoo!... superb… brilliant’
mandylovestoread, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Murderer's Son - Joy Ellis 2016
Twenty years ago: a farmer and his wife are cut
to pieces by a ruthless serial killer. Now: a
woman is viciously stabbed to death in the
upmarket kitchen of her beautiful house on the
edge of the marshes. Then a man called Daniel
Kinder walks into Saltern police station and
confesses to the murder. But DI Rowan Jackman
and DS Marie Evans of the Fenland
Constabulary soon discover that there is a lot
more to Daniel than meets the eye. He has no
memory of the first five years of his life and is
obsessed with who his real mother is. With no
evidence to hold him, Jackman and Evans are
forced to let him go, and in a matter of days the
lonely Lincolnshire Fens become the stage for
more killings and Daniel has disappeared. In a
breathtaking finale, the truth about Daniel?s
mother comes to light and DI Jackman and DS
Evans race against time to stop more lives being
destroyed.
Murder on the Marshes: A Gripping Murder
Mystery Thriller That Will Keep You
Turning the Pages - Clare Chase 2018-07-31
Do you love twisty murder mysteries? Meet Tara
Thorpe - the clue to a puzzling local murder has
landed right on her doorstep. Perfect for fans of
Faith Martin, LJ Ross and Joy Ellis. As the sun
rises, a wealthy young woman - Samantha
Seabrook - is found drowned in the ornamental
fountain of a deserted Cambridge courtyard, the
only clue - an antique silver chain wound tightly
around her throat. It's Tara Thorpe's job to
discover what happened to Miss Seabrook - but
the case becomes personal when she learns that
Samantha had been receiving death threats...
rather like the one that landed on Tara's
doorstep the night the woman died. Together
with Detective Inspector Garstin Blake, Tara
tracks the killer to the dank and dangerous fens
on the outskirts of the city. But there's
something Tara can't quite admit to Blake about
her past - and it could make all the difference to
whether they live... or die. An absolutely
gripping page-turner that will keep you hooked
until the very last page. The first in a series of
unputdownable Cambridge mysteries featuring
Thorpe and Blake. What everyone's saying about
Clare Chase: 'WOWZERS!... My Kindle might as
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well have been glued to my hands as I couldn't
put this story down... My heart was in my mouth
and I was reeling with shock from what was
happening. It was all just too exciting!'
Goodreads reviewer 'I was totally unprepared
for the mind games and suspense... This book
will suck you in - brilliant!' 5 stars, Goodreads
reviewer 'I was bursting to talk about this book
with someone, I loved it... There was no point
putting it down even if I tried to because my
mind could not think about anything else.'
Reviewed the Book
Vanishing Girls - Lisa Regan 2019-11-26
This USA Today bestselling thriller is an utterly
gripping crime story perfect for fans of Lisa
Jewell and Shari Lapena. The little girl curled
into a tiny ball as the chamber grew colder
around her. "Please," she whispered, rocking
back and forth. "I want to go home." When
Isabelle Coleman, a blonde, beautiful young girl
goes missing, everyone from the small town of
Denton joins the search. They can find no trace
of the town's darling, but Detective Josie Quinn
finds another girl they didn't even know was
missing. Mute and unresponsive, it's clear this
mysterious girl has been damaged beyond
repair. All Josie can get from her is the name of
a third girl and a flash of a neon tongue piercing
that matches Isabelle's. The race is on to find
Isabelle alive, and Josie fears there may be other
girls in terrible danger. When the trail leads her
to a cold case labelled a hoax by authorities,
Josie begins to wonder is there anyone left she
can trust? Someone in this close-knit town is
committing unspeakable crimes. Can Josie catch
the killer before another victim loses their life?
Deep Fear - Rachel Lynch 2018-05-14
DI Kelly Porter is back. But will her latest case
push her beyond her limits? On a peaceful
summer morning in the Lake District, a dog
walker discovers a woman’s body outside the
local church. She has been brutally murdered,
mutilated and left with nothing but a roll of
banknotes. Kelly Porter takes charge of the
investigation team, determined to catch the
killer. But as the death toll rises, it becomes
clear this could only be the work of a dangerous
mastermind unlike anything she has
encountered before. Can she put the pieces of
the puzzle together before terror strikes even
closer to home? Don’t miss this electrifying
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crime thriller, perfect for fans of Ann Cleeves
and Patricia Gibney.
No Safe Place - Patricia Gibney 2020-01-23
There's nothing more dangerous than a familiar
face . . . As funeral mourners stand in silence at
Ragmullin cemetery, a deafening cry cuts
through the air. Lying crumpled at the bottom of
an open grave is the bloodied body of a young
woman, and Detective Lottie Parker is called in
to investigate. Knowing the body can't have been
there long, Lottie wonders if it could be
Elizabeth Bryne, a young woman who vanished
without trace just days earlier. And with a new
boss who seems to have it in for her, Lottie is
under pressure to solve both cases quickly. As
two more women go missing from Ragmullin,
Lottie and her team fear there is a serial killer
on the loose. And the disappearances are
strikingly similar to a cold case from ten years
earlier. Could history be repeating itself? As
journalists begin to interfere with Lottie's
investigation, she fears the killer is about to
strike again. Lottie is in a race against time to
find the missing women, but the killer is closer
than she thinks. Could Lottie be his next target?
If you love Helen Field, Karin Slaughter and
Rachel Abbott, you'll love the latest pulsepounding thriller from Patricia Gibney. No Safe
Place will keep you guessing until the very last
page.
HIDDEN ON THE FENS a Totally Addictive
Crime Thriller Filled with Stunning Twists - Joy
Ellis 2020-02-05
FROM TWO-MILLION SELLING AUTHOR, JOY
ELLIS, COMES ONE OF THE MOST EAGERLY
AWAITED CRIME THRILLERS OF 2020. A
DERELICT COTTAGE HIDDEN IN A COPSE OF
TREES. A MISSING GIRL WHOSE BODY WAS
NEVER FOUND. HAS HER KILLER RETURNED?
Detective Joseph Easter's daughter discovers a
cottage hidden in some trees on a large fenland
farm. Someone has been living there. The farmowner's wife has been receiving sinister pagan
artefacts, including a witch's knife. Are they
some sort of warning or message? Joseph and
his daughter search the cottage and find an old
satchel. Inside are photos of a beautiful girl,
Jennifer Cowley. She went missing fifteen years
ago. She'd been stalked by a young man, who
was convicted of her murder, even though her
body was never found. WHEN DI NIKKI
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GALENA EXAMINES THE COTTAGE, SHE
FINDS SOMETHING FAR WORSE. And in the
satchel is a more recent photo of a girl who
looks just like Jennifer. THE MAN WHO KILLED
JENNIFER IS RECENTLY OUT OF PRISON. HAS
HE STRUCK AGAIN? At the same time, DC Cat
Cullen and Dave Harris are trying to get
evidence against a man who preys on widowed
older women. Vernon Deacon is seemingly a
pillar of society, with very influential friends. But
his victims aren't believed, so their job is not
easy. Full of twists and turns, this is a crime
thriller that will keep you turning the pages until
the heart-stopping ending. This is book eleven of
the international best-selling books featuring
Nikki Galena. GRIPPING FROM BEGINNING TO
ITS SHOCKING CONCLUSION Joy Ellis was
nominated for audiobook of the year at the
British Book Awards 2019. What readers are
saying about JOY ELLIS "Just wonderful to read."
Carole "Holds the reader's attention from the
first word to the last." Nicki Richards
"Compulsive reading, I loved it." Viv "Riveting
tale from start to finish." Lynne "Absolutely
engrossing." Olga "Brilliant book which kept me
gripped from page 1." Barbara THE DETECTIVE
DI Nikki Galena: A police detective with nothing
left to lose, she's seen a girl die in her arms and
her own family destroyed. She's tough on
criminals but fiercely loyal to her team. HER
PARTNER DS Joseph Easter is the squeaky-clean
member of the team. But his nickname "Holy
Joe" belies his former life as a soldier. He has a
daughter and an ex-wife who wants his
attention. THE SETTING The Lincolnshire Fens:
great open skies brood over marshes, farmland,
and nature reserves. It is not easy terrain for the
Fenland Constabulary to police, due to the
distances between some of the remote fen
villages, the dangerous and often misty lanes,
and the poor telephone coverage. There are still
villages where the oldest residents have never
set foot outside their own farmland and a visit to
the nearest town is a major event. But it has a
strange airy beauty to it, and above it all are the
biggest skies you've ever seen. DISCOVER
YOUR NEXT FAVOURITE MYSTERY SERIES
NOW. Perfect for fans of Rachel Abbott, Robert
Bryndza, Mel Sherratt, Angela Marsons, Colin
Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. ALSO BY JOY ELLIS
THE NIKKI GALENA SERIES Book 1: CRIME ON
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THE FENS Book 2: SHADOW OVER THE FENS
Book 3: HUNTED ON THE FENS Book 4:
KILLER ON THE FENS Book 5: STALKER ON
THE FENS Book 6: CAPTIVE ON THE FENS
Book 7: BURIED ON THE FENS Book 8:
THIEVES ON THE FENS Book 9: FIRE ON THE
FENS Book 10: DARKNESS ON THE FENS Book
11: HIDDEN ON THE FENS Join the Joffe Books
mailing list for updates on the next Joy Ellis
mystery.
SOLACE HOUSE a Gripping Crime Thriller Full
of Stunning Twists - Joy Ellis 2022-10-07
An isolated house with a terrible past. Is history
repeating itself for the new family living
there?Holly Stewart moved into Solace House
wanting a fresh start for her and her family. She
knew the property was cheap because a tragic
murder had taken place there, but she didn't
know its full ghastly history.Now, her husband's
lost his job, the children are bullied at school,
and someone's prowling around the garden at
night. Someone who wants them gone.Detective
Jackman wants to help. Instead he's pulled into a
twenty-year-old cold case: the gruesome murder
of a young woman whose head was never found.
A new witness comes forward, claiming to have
crucial evidence on what really happened that
night.Days later, a group of litter-pickers
uncover black sacks containing dismembered
human limbs. Attending the scene, Detective
Marie Evans is shocked to see a strange symbol
carved into the victim's flesh: the same symbol
found on the headless girl all those years
ago.The murders must be connected. But why
has the killer struck again - after twenty
years?As the threats to the Stewart family
escalate, Jackman must choose between helping
people in the present and solving the crimes of
the past.
Crime on the Fens - Joy Ellis 2020-04
Road to Rumour - Dan Watters 2020-12-05
Packed with page-turning cliff hangers and
thrilling suspense, Road to Rumour takes the
reader into a ten-year marriage at breaking
point and explores how one woman deals with
family, men and the threat of violence.Constance
Harvey-Fairchild runs the Lion's Den Hotel in a
small, remote community. Her marriage is
falling apart, her husband is lying, and there is
some truth to the rumour that she is having an
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

affair. Then hikers discover the remains of two
bodies in nearby Black Mountain and bring the
remains to the hotel. One of the skulls shows
signs of murder and a local man links the
gruesome find to a forty-year-old mystery - the
disappearance of a woman and child. Trying to
piece together what is left of her marriage, the
skulls go missing, and Connie finds herself at the
centre of a dangerous game to destroy the past
and keep the identity of a killer hidden.This
small town murder-mystery of +70,000 words
will keep you enthralled from beginning to end
with a guaranteed, mind-blowing finish.
The Puppet Show - M. W. Craven 2019-01-24
A serial killer is burning people alive in the Lake
District's prehistoric stone circles. He leaves no
clues and the police are helpless. When his name
is found carved into the charred remains of the
third victim, disgraced detective Washington Poe
is brought back from suspension and into an
investigation he wants no part of. Reluctantly
partnered with the brilliant but socially awkward
civilian analyst, Tilly Bradshaw, the mismatched
pair uncover a trail that only he is meant to see.
The elusive killer has a plan and for some reason
Poe is part of it. As the body count rises, Poe
discovers he has far more invested in the case
than he could have possibly imagined. And in a
shocking finale that will shatter everything he's
ever believed about himself, Poe will learn that
there are things far worse than being burned
alive...
FEAR ON THE FENS a Gripping Crime Thriller
with a Huge Twist - Joy Ellis 2022-02-08
Nikki and Joseph must find a man who's been
missing for two decades and unravel the painful
past of a broken family before anyone else dies.
Death on the River: A Gripping and
Unputdownable English Murder Mystery - Clare
Chase 2018-10-17
Meet Tara Thorpe - she's Cambridge Police's
newest recruit... but her dark past is never far
behind her. Perfect for fans of Faith Martin, LJ
Ross and Joy Ellis. When a body is pulled from
the dank and dangerous fens on the outskirts of
town, everybody assumes it was a tragic
accident. But Detective Tara Thorpe, newly
joined and determined to prove herself, suspects
there's more to the story. Tara is desperate to
investigate further, but her supervisor Patrick
Wilkins has other ideas. He would rather die
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than let this ambitious upstart show him up even if it means some digging in Tara's secret
past to keep her under his thumb. After all, it's
not like he can report her - everyone knows that
his boss Detective Garstin Blake and Tara have a
history... When another body is found, it
becomes clear that there's a killer on the loose.
Could the murders be linked to the secrets that
Tara has been keeping from her team... and can
she solve the case before another innocent dies?
An unputdownable page-turner that will keep
you hooked until the very last page! Readers are
completely gripped by Clare Chase... 'Literally
couldn't put it down!! This was an excellent
thriller with well-developed characters and great
twists!! From the first page until the end... a
great ride of mystery, suspense and murder...
Excellent thriller and crime read!!' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Fast-paced, twisty, and
interesting well-developed characters. Oh, and a
very interesting setting! I just ripped right
through this book. A wonderful balance of what I
feel are the essential elements for a crime novel.
This appears to be the first in a series... I hope
so as I really enjoyed Tara!' Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars 'I'm excited by this. I think we need a
new series of mysteries and murders in
Cambridge and the fens... Ooh yes, I liked this
one!' The Book Trail
Murder in the Fens - Clare Chase 2019-06-24
When the body of twenty-year-old Julie Cooper is
found - her pockets stuffed full of wilting flowers
- in an iron-age hill fort on the edge of the fens,
Detective Tara Thorpe and her team are called
in to investigate. The evidence points to an illicit
affair gone wrong... but is there more to the
story? As always at the Cambridge Constabulary,
the case turns personal. Detective Blake is
exhausted after the arrival of a new baby with
wayward wife Babette, and Tara is keen to put
as much distance between herself and Blake as
she can - both at the station and on the hunt for
the killer. Charming rookie officer Jez is the
perfect distraction... but is he a little too good to
be true? Then Tara makes a startling
breakthrough when she finds an unsettling
family heirloom hidden in the late victim's
bedroom - a golden statue of a sinister-looking
cat with emerald eyes. As she traces its origins,
Tara begins to realise that Julie's murder is no
one-off crime, but a sinister plot with its roots in
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

a terrible secret that was covered up decades
earlier. An unputdownable page-turner, perfect
for fans of Faith Martin, Agatha Christie and Joy
Ellis. Can be read as a standalone. The Tara
Thorpe Mystery Series: Book 1 - Murder on the
Marshes Book 2 - Death on the River Book 3 Death Comes to Call Book 4 - Murder in the Fens
Readers absolutely love Clare Chase: 'Literally
couldn't put it down!! This was an excellent
thriller with well-developed characters and great
twists!! From the first page until the end... a
great ride of mystery, suspense and murder...
Excellent thriller and crime read!!' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Wow what a book! One of the
best mysteries I have read! Loved it from start to
finish and couldn't put it down! A masterpiece!
Plotting perfection! The writing is brilliant and
flows off the page, the characters stay with you.
A thoroughly satisfying, absolutely stunning
book! I cannot wait to read more by this amazing
author!' Renita D'Silva 'Fast-paced, twisty... I
just ripped right through this book.' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'I have to say that I loved this
book.'Jen Med's Book Reviews, 5 stars 'I
absolutely loved this book... grabbed me by the
throat from the opening chapter and refused to
let go until the very end... The story was a
fantastic puzzle... all set against the beautiful
backdrop of Cambridge and the menacing
emptiness of the surrounding Cambridgeshire
fens.' A Little Book Problem, 5 stars 'Clever,
twisty stories, with great characters.' Kate
Rhodes, author of Hell Bay 'You'll enjoy her
books including this one if you like Joy Ellis, L. J.
Ross, and Faith Martin... I absolutely adored the
setting here. It reminds a little of the sort of
setting in Midsomer Murders - quaint and idyllic
with some very shady characters. The twists in
the plot were plentiful and I liked the
relationship and dynamic between Thorpe and
Blake.' Goodreads reviewer 'A tense, exciting
read with plenty of twists... an addictive read.'
Goodreads reviewer
Five Bloody Hearts - Joy Ellis 2019
From multiple #1 best-selling author Joy Ellis,
comes a mystery that will have you glued from
first page to last, with a truly shocking
conclusion. DETECTIVE MATT BALLARD’S
LAST CASE MIGHT BE THE ONE THAT
FINALLY BREAKS HIM. Grace Repton, a
beautiful older woman, walks into the police
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station to tell Matt she has information that
could stop a murder. Her fiancé, the infamous
serial killer Jeremy Reader, has told her that he
has a disciple who is going to kill using Reader’s
horrific methods. Reader murdered five women
and was finally brought to justice by Detective
Ballard. Reader is safely imprisoned in a high
security prison, and claiming to be a reformed
man who wants to help the police. But can Matt
believe the serial killer or his peculiar wife to
be? Can the love of a good woman really change
a serial killer? And the Fenland police also have
another investigation on their hands. A
Lithuanian migrant worker is found dead on the
fens. There is no ID on him, but he has a Tree of
Life tattoo. The third body to be found with this
distinctive tattoo. Is this gang war or something
even more sinister? CAN YOU TRUST A KILLER
TO HELP STOP A KILLER? The police are
stretched to breaking point with multiple
copycat murders. And Matt and his girlfriend Liz
will fight for everything they care about in a
heart-stopping conclusion that will have you on
the edge of your seat. This is the sequel to the
#1 best-selling BEWARE THE PAST. Perfect for
fans of Rachel Abbott, Robert Bryndza, Mel
Sherratt, Angela Marsons, Colin Dexter, or Ruth
Rendell.
Something from Tiffany's - Melissa Hill
2011-05-26
Doesn't every girl dream of getting . . .
something from Tiffany's? 'The kind of book that
you can't put down' - Sunday Independent It's
Christmas Eve. And on 5th Avenue in New York
City, two very different men are shopping for
gifts for the women they love. Gary is buying his
girlfriend Rachel a charm bracelet. Partly to
thank her for paying for their holiday-of-alifetime to New York. But mainly because he's
left his Christmas shopping far too late. Whereas
Ethan's looking for something a little more
special - an engagement ring for the first woman
to have made him happy since he lost the love of
his life. But when the two men's shopping bags
get confused, and Rachel somehow ends up with
Ethan's ring, the couples' lives become
intertwined. And, as Ethan tries to reunite the
ring with the woman it was actually intended for,
he finds it trickier than expected. Does fate have
other ideas for the couples? Or is there simply a
bit of Tiffany's magic in the air . . .
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Sleeping Partner - James Humphreys
2011-09-23
'A most promising debut for the talented
Humphreys.' Marcel Berlins, The Times Clarissa
Morland is twenty-seven, attractive, shy -and
standing trial for the murder of her ex-lover John
Grant. John was shot at dawn as he answered
the door of his isolated farmhouse. But Clarissa
has no memory of this. All she can remember is
being cut free from the wreckage of her car that
same morning, after what looks like a frantic
getaway. As intimate details of her life and
relationship are laid bare for the court, even
Clarissa finds it hard to believe she is innocent.
But murdering the man she loved in cold blood?
she's just not that evil - is she? 'A most
impressive debut noel. But like all really good
crime fiction, there is more to this book than a
good puzzle... Simple and assured writing make
even the mirror characters come alive.' Mike
Ripley, Sherlock Holmes Magazine 'A slick and
gripping debut.' Maxim Jakubowski, Guardian 'A
really gripping courtroom thriller...There is an
astonishing climax and this is a genuine
spellbinder.' Publishers Weekly
The Water Clock - Jim Kelly 2019-11-21
In the bleak snowbound landscape of the
Cambridgeshire Fens, a car is winched from a
frozen river. Inside, locked in a block of ice, is a
man’s mutilated body. Later, high on Ely
Cathedral, a second body is found, grotesquely
riding a stone gargoyle. The decaying corpse has
been there more than thirty years. When
forensic evidence links both victims to one awful
event in 1966, local reporter Philip Dryden
knows he’s on to a great story. But as his
investigations uncover some disturbing truths,
they also point towards one terrifying foggy
night in the Fens two years ago. A night that
changed Dryden’s life for ever...
When Darkness Calls - Mark Griffin 2018-11-01
'A thrilling new talent' Peter James 'Mightily
impressive . . . Deviously plotted' Daily Mail
'Utterly compelling' Lesley Kara 'As many twists
and turns as a rollercoaster!' Amy Lloyd THE
KILLING STARTS WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT
. . . Holly Wakefield works as a criminal
psychologist specialising in serial killers. She
has particular reason to be good at her job - but
she keeps that to herself. When DI Bishop from
the Met Police approaches Holly to investigate a
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recent killing, Holly is horrified by the
dismembered bodies and the way they have been
theatrically positioned. More shocking still is
when the pathologist reveals this is not the first
time she has seen these mutilations. It means a
serial killer is out there, and they're going to kill
again - soon. Holly is used to chasing serial
killers. But this killer has something in common
with Holly that she's kept hidden for as long as
she can remember. And for the first time since
she was a child, Holly is forced to face the
darkness of her past . . . The thrilling first novel
in an electrifying crime series starring criminal
psychologist Holly Wakefield, perfect for fans of
Robert Bryndza, Mark Billingham and Stuart
MacBride. ***DON'T MISS THE NEXT HOLLY
WAKEFIELD THRILLER, WHEN ANGELS
SLEEP*** What readers are saying about When
Darkness Calls: 'Gripping, shocking, nail biting!'
Reader review, 5 stars 'A must read book!'
Reader review, 5 stars 'Outstanding!' Reader
review, 5 stars 'A moving, intense rollercoaster!'
Reader review, 5 stars 'You have to read this
book!' Reader review, 5 stars 'Dark, twisty and
disturbing' Reader review, 5 stars 'Brilliant . . .
you won't want to put it down' Reader review, 5
stars 'Compulsive' Reader review, 5 stars 'One of
the very best books I've read' Reader review, 5
stars 'I was glued to this cover to cover' Reader
review, 5 stars 'Captivating, thrilling and
brilliant' Reader review, 5 stars 'I lost count of
how many times I held my breath - fantastic
twists and turns' Reader review, 5 stars 'A fastpaced, page-turning thriller' Reader review, 5
stars 'So gripping, so cleverly written' Reader
review, 5 stars 'An amazing storyline that kept
me hooked' Reader review, 5 stars
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2002
THE NIGHT THIEF a Gripping Crime Thriller
Full of Stunning Twists - Joy Ellis 2021-11-05
FROM #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR JOY ELLIS, A
TOTALLY ABSORBING CRIME THRILLER FULL
OF STUNNING TWISTS AND TURNS. YOU
WON'T BE ABLE TO PUT IT DOWN. Discover
the author who's sold over two million books
globally. When everyone is sleeping, he comes
into their houses. He takes one thing. A photo of
their child. A thief on a power trip or something
even darker and more sinister? Detectives
Jackman and Evans find themselves on the hunt
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

for a highly unusual burglar who seemingly only
steals photographs. But then, late one night, an
elderly woman falls to her death after seeing
someone in her home. Did she really fall, or was
she murdered? And just how many mysterious
intruders are there on the Fens? With the body
count rising, Jackman and Evans have their work
cut out for them to track down the night thief before it's too late. Full of twists and turns, this
is a crime thriller that will keep you turning the
pages until the shocking ending. WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT JOY ELLIS:
"Another breathtaking thriller from Joy." Carole
"Great read from start to finish." Nerys "Just a
wonderful enjoyable read." Nicki "A hugely
compelling police procedural, with twists and
turns that raise tension and suspense." Paromjit
"All the twists and turns kept me reading." Viv
"Another great book from Ms Ellis." Barbara
Perfect for fans of Rachel Abbott, Sarah A.
Denzil, Robert Bryndza, Mel Sherratt, Angela
Marsons, Colin Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. THE
DETECTIVES DI Jackman leads the
investigation. He is extremely smart and has a
knack for bringing out the best in his diverse
team. DS Marie Evans is haunted by the loss of
her husband in a motorbike accident. She is
fiercely loyal to her friends and colleagues.
JACKMAN & EVANS Book 1: THE MURDERER'S
SON Book 2: THEIR LOST DAUGHTERS Book 3:
THE FOURTH FRIEND Book 4: THE GUILTY
ONES Book 5: THE STOLEN BOYS Book 6: THE
PATIENT MAN Book 7: THEY DISAPPEARED
Book 8: THE NIGHT THIEF
Buried Angels - Patricia Gibney 2020-05-26
Bubbles of cold sweat trickled down Faye’s
spine. The hole wasn’t empty. Before she could
turn and run, she caught the two sightless eyes
staring up at her. Only then did she scream.
When Faye Baker discovers a fragile child’s skull
behind the walls of her new home, Detective
Lottie Parker is called to investigate. The house
has been owned for years by the family of Faye’s
boyfriend Jeff, so when Jeff starts acting
suspiciously, Lottie wonders what he might be
hiding… Lottie doesn’t have long to dig deeper
before a child’s bones are found by eleven-yearold Gavin on nearby railway tracks. The bones
don’t match the small skull behind the walls, but
Lottie can’t ignore the coincidence. Someone out
there must be missing their loved ones and it’s
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up to her to put right a terrible wrong. Unable to
shake a feeling of foreboding, Lottie goes to
speak to Faye, and discovers that she hasn’t
turned up for work. When Faye’s body is found
stuffed in the back of her car, Lottie needs to
find out who wanted her to keep quiet. As Lottie
hunts for Faye’s killer, the case takes a darker
turn when Gavin goes missing. Faye and Gavin
are connected only by the grisly body parts they
discovered. But who are these little victims and
why has their killer come back? Can Lottie find
the answers before another precious life is
taken? This thrilling new novel from bestselling
author Patricia Gibney will keep you on the edge
of your seat from beginning to end. If you like
Lisa Regan, Robert Dugoni and Rachel Caine,
you’ll love Buried Angels. What everyone is
saying about Patricia Gibney: ‘Breathtaking… I
was invested in and addicted to this storyline
from the very beginning… Twists and turns,
blind alleys and red herrings one after the other.
It was an absolute certain page-turner.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘AMAZING,
BRILLIANT, THE BEST BOOK I'VE READ IN A
LONG LONG TIME!!! It's not often I've been left
speechless after reading a book but this time I
was!!!… From the very start I was gripped and
couldn't put it down!!!… If I could have given it
ten stars I would have!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Hoo boy, can Patricia Gibney spin a
tale!… The opening chapter alone is like a kick
to the stomach and from that moment on, I
already knew this was going to be another
corker of a book!… It’s dark, disturbing and
heartbreaking.’ Novel Deelights, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OH
WOW what an addictive page turner!!… Broken
Souls is particularly brilliant!! And that ending…
no way did I see that one coming!!… How I
cried!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG it is a
cracking book!!… Patricia Gibney is my favourite
author at the moment and my best find of the
year – this book was fantastic and I cannot
recommend it highly enough.’ Donna's Book
Blog, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Dark and gripping… So many heartstopping moments that had me holding my
breath… Guaranteed to set your pulse racing. I
was totally hooked.’ By the Letter Book Reviews,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Stolen Boys - Joy Ellis 2020-04
A crime wave has hit town. The target is a highly
sought-after brand of streetwear called Hybird
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

X, clothing that costs a fortune and resells for
unbelievable prices. Houses are burgled, kids
mugged on the streets . . . and finally a young
man dies, all for the sake of his shoes. Then
another boy's body is found in a pile of rubbish.
Meanwhile illegal steroids are flooding the
streets. And there are dark movements on the
marshes.
Save a Truck, Ride a Redneck - Molly Harper
2017-10-16
Molly Harper brings her signature “clever
humor, snark, silliness, and endearing
protagonists” (Booklist) to the charming small
town of Lake Sackett, Georgia with the new
Southern Eclectic series. Carl and Marianne
were high school sweethearts, loving the way
only teenagers can—with no thought to logic or
pride, just a bone-headed, optimistic frenzy of
unicorns and hormones. That was all they
needed. Or so Carl thought. Scared of being
stuck in Lake Sackett, Georgia, like so many of
her friends—without a real shot at a future or
achieving her own dreams—Marianne panicked
and bolted to college after stomping Carl’s heart
into the high grass. But when she returns to
Lake Sackett for the summer with her family
after years away, she and Carl are drawn
together like moths to a flame. As they rekindle
their old romance and remember what it was
like to be in love, they have to wonder: is this,
finally, their real chance at happiness? Perfect
for fans of Kristan Higgins and Amy E. Reichert,
this warmhearted and witty love story introduces
Molly Harper’s new Southern Eclectic series set
in the small town of Lake Sackett, Georgia. This
story about second chances proves that “Molly
Harper never lets the reader down with her
delightfully entertaining stories. Humor,
emotions, and romance are cleverly matched,
and her likable characters are most appealing”
(SingleTitles).
Grimm Up North - David J. Gatward
2020-07-19
Edinburgh has Rebus.The Highlands have
Logan.Now Yorkshire has Grimm ...Welcome to
Wensleydale, where the cheese is famous, the
scenery beautiful, and the locals have murder on
their minds ...Detective Chief Inspector Harry
Grimm is forced to take leave from Bristol's
Major Investigations Team when his boss, tired
of Harry chasing the ghost of his murderous
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father, sends him north on secondment.Used to
city life and high stress, Harry fears his life will
now be spent handing out speeding tickets,
finding lost sheep, and directing tourists. But
when a local teenager runs away, Harry finds
himself pulled into an investigation much worse
than anyone could have ever expected.The nicer
the place, the darker the secrets. Wensleydale is
beautiful, everyone is friendly and welcoming,
and people just don't get murdered ... do they?A
classic fish-out-of-water crime mystery set in the
stunning and evocative scenery of Wensleydale
in North Yorkshire.Grimm up North is the
terrific debut crime novel from award-winning
author David J. Gatward. Perfect for fans of L. J.
Ross, J. D. Kirk, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J.
M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.
Murder on the Levels - Frances Evesham
2020-05-11
Libby's chocolates sell like hot cakes... until
people begin to die. When a group of cyclists, all
customers at the bakery in small town Exhamon-Sea, are poisoned, suspicion falls on the shop
itself, and Libby’s food. In partnership with
attractive, blue-eyed Max Ramshore and his
huge sheepdog, Bear, Libby Forest sets out to
uncover the poisoner and save the bakery. But
who can she trust when even her deceased
husband wasn’t all he seemed? f you love
murder mysteries, clever animals, cake and
chocolate, take a trip to leafy Somerset in the
second story in the Exham-on-Sea murder
mystery series, as Libby digs deeper into the
lives of the close-knit seaside community, with
Bear at her side For lovers of Agatha Christie
novels, Midsomer Murders, pets and cake, the
green fields, rolling hills and sandy beaches of
England's West Country are a perfect setting for
crime, intrigue and mystery.THE EXHAM-ONSEA MURDER MYSTERIES: 1. Murder at the
Lighthouse 2. Murder on the Levels: 3. Murder
on the Tor: 4. Murder at the Cathedral 5.
Murder at the Bridge 6. Murder at the Castle 7.
Murder at the Gorge Here's what readers are
saying about the series: 'This is a perfect short,
cosy mystery.' 'It makes you wonder if English
country villages are safe places to live. But I
certainly would given half a chance.' 'With every
book, I grow more fond of Libby and Exham; this
time it already felt like coming home.' 'If you like
Miss Marple this amateur sleuth will enthral
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

you.'
They Disappeared - Joy Ellis 2021-05
"Orla Cracken, IT whizz has disappeared.
Detectives Rowan Jackman and Marie Evans
soon suspect foul play. Cracken, known as Orac,
is no ordinary techie; she was once a field agent
traveling abroad undercover, working for the
government. Meanwhile two urban explorers
have mysteriously disappeared while out
exploring abandoned buildings. One went
missing at a disused airfield, but was it a
military base, or was it civilian? The gruesome
discovery of their decaying bodies in ancient
church ruins bursts the case wide open, and
Jackman and Evans are under pressure to find
the killer. It soon becomes clear that the
murderer is targeting urban explorers, but why
is he determined to track down and torture
these people, and how is the case connected to
Orac's mysterious past?"--Provided by publisher.
Find Me in the Dark - Dea Poirier 2021-10-21
My father's path was one I never wanted to
walk, but here I am, following drops of blood like
a crumb trail left in the woods. I was born of
murder, my life built on the bones of a prolific
killer. And now, I must atone for sins that should
not be mine to bear. Detective Harlow Durant
has spent a lifetime trying to escape the
shadows of her tormented past. As the daughter
of a convicted serial killer, Harlow was
determined to turn her life around and is now
the only female detective at the New York Police
Bureau of Criminal Investigation, bringing
killers like her father to justice. Upstate, in the
small college town of Plattsburgh, the body of a
young woman has been found inside a melting
snowbank. Harlow and her partner Detective
Lucas Park are immediately called in to
investigate. Searching around the victim's frozen
body, they find a bracelet which identifies her as
college student Alyssa Trent. As Harlow and
Lucas begin to gather evidence from the town's
shocked community, the snow continues to thaw
and soon another two victims are discovered.
With the body count rising fast it is clear that
Harlow is hunting a serial killer. But what links
these seemingly ordinary young women? With a
town living in fear and a killer at large, Harlow
receives a chilling message from someone who
knows her father's case and knows the secret
she has hidden from the bureau. Is she being
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warned off the case? And with a freak April
snowstorm heading across the state, will Harlow
risk everything to stop a killer dead in their
tracks before they strike again? From the
bestselling author of Next Girl To Die comes a
chilling and unputdownable crime thriller
perfect for fans of Melinda Leigh, Kendra Elliot
and Robert Dugoni's Tracy Crosswhite series.
Readers love Dea Poirier: "One of those books
that I was so engrossed in, I had to keep the
Kindle next to me throughout the day to snag
every few minutes I could! I was actually angry
when pulled away from it!" Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This nail-biting thriller is everything you
would ever want in a murder mystery. It grabs
you and keeps you guessing until the end...
easily a 5 star novel." Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Wow, just wow!... The more I read the
more I couldn't wait for the next chapter."
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This book kept me
on the edge of my seat the whole way... could
not put this down, I read it in 24 hours."
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "A masterful
suspense that kept me on the edge of my seat
and introduced me to characters I felt in love
with... this is one of those books that you want to
read slowly because you don't want it to end but
at the same time, you can't put it down!"
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Spotlight on FCE - Jon Naunton 2008
Spotlight on FCE prepares students to be fully
aware of how the exam works and how to be
ready to pass it. It consolidates and builds on
essential areas of grammar and vocabulary. It
also develops the speaking, reading, writing and
listening skills required to pass. Spotlight on
FCE also works well with the new online
preparation course My FCE, which offers over
40 hours of additional test preparation.
First Blood - Angela Marsons 2020-10-29
When the body of a young man is found
beheaded and staked to the ground in a secluded
woodland area of the Clent Hills, Kim and her
new squad rush to the crime scene. Searching
the victim's home, Kim finds a little girl's
bedroom and a hidden laptop, but where is the
child? And why does the man's own sister seem
relieved that he's dead? As Kim begins to
unearth the shocking truth about the victim, a
disturbing resemblance is spotted with the
recent murder of a man found beneath the
killer-on-the-fens-a-gripping-crime-thriller-full-of-twists

staircase of Redland Hall with multiple stab
wounds. Both these men had dark secrets and
Kim discovers a link to a women's shelter. As a
child of the care system herself, Kim knows all
too well what it means to be vulnerable. Could
the shelter be the key to cracking this case?
A Mind to Murder - P.D. James 2012-04-17
The second book to feature Scotland Yard
investigator Adam Dalgliesh, A Mind To Murder
is a “superbly satisfying mystery” (Chicago Daily
News) from bestselling author P.D. James. On
the surface, the Steen Psychiatric Clinic is one of
the most reputable institutions in London. But
when the administrative head is found dead with
a chisel in her heart, that distinguished facade
begins to crumble as the truth emerges.
Superintendent Adam Dalgliesh of Scotland Yard
is called in to investigate and quickly finds
himself caught in a whirlwind of psychiatry,
drugs, and deceit. Now he must analyze the
deep-seated anxieties and thwarted desires of
patients and staff alike to determine which of
their unresolved conflicts has resulted in murder
and stop a cunning killer before the next blow.
Secrets on the Fens - Joy Ellis 2021
Don't Forget Me - B. C. Schiller 2019-12-12
Five years. Five messages. Can a killer hold the
key? It's five years since psychiatrist Olivia
Hofmann's husband and daughter vanished
without trace, and five years since the body of
troubled teenager Lisa Manz was found
murdered in a quarry outside Vienna. While the
trail of Lisa's killer has gone cold, Olivia receives
an anonymous postcard each year on the
anniversary of her family's disappearance. Who
is sending the messages, and why are they
sorry? When one of her patients claims he has
seen Lisa alive, Olivia joins forces with detective
Levi Kant, who was taken off the murder case
when he was close to finding answers. Is it
possible Lisa is still alive? And is there a
connection with Olivia's missing loved ones? But
reopening the cold case will put Olivia and Levi
in mortal danger: the killer is onto them and will
stop at nothing to remain in the shadows. Can
they bring the truth to light before they are
silenced forever?
Somebody's Daughter - Carol Wyer 2020-07-09
One by one the girls disappeared... When the
frail body of a teenage girl is discovered
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strangled in a parking lot, shards of ice form in
Detective Natalie Ward's veins. As Natalie looks
at the freckles scattered on her cheeks and the
pale pink lips tinged with blue, she remembers
that this innocent girl is somebody's daughter...
The girl is identified as missing teenager Amelia
Saunders, who has run away from home and her
controlling father. Natalie's heart sinks further
when it becomes clear that Amelia has been
working on the streets, manipulated by her
violent new boyfriend Tommy. A day later,
another vulnerable girl is found strangled on a
park bench. Like Amelia, Katie Bray was a
runaway with connections to Tommy, and
Natalie is determined to find him and track
down the monster attacking these scared and
lonely girls. But when a wealthy young woman is
found murdered the next morning, the word
'guilty' scrawled on her forehead, Natalie
realises that the case is more complex than she
first thought. Determined to establish a
connection between her three victims, Natalie
wastes no time in chasing down the evidence,
tracing everyone who crossed their paths. Then,
a key suspect's body turns up in the canal, a
mole in Natalie's department leaks vital
information and everything seems to be against
her. Can Natalie stop this clever and
manipulative killer before they strike again? An
unputdownable crime thriller from an Amazon
bestselling author that will have you sleeping
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with the light on. This gripping rollercoaster ride
is perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel
Abbott and Rachel Caine. Prepare to be totally
hooked! What readers are saying about
Somebody's Daughter: 'Carol Wyer is one of my
favourite authors so I was very excited to read
this. I was not disappointed it was a stonkingly
good read! It had a really twisty plot that kept
me guessing and on the edge of my seat the
whole way through. I love the characters in this
series and it felt good to catch up with their
lives. And relationships. The story was fast
paced with many OMG and wow moments that
kept my interest. Loved this book it was great
and totally deserves five stars.' Bonnie's Book
Talk, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This is my favourite in the Natalie
Ward Series, a real masterpiece. A fascinating
and cleverly woven plot that had me turning the
pages so fast. I can't believe we are at the 7th
book already. I love how I feel like a team
member and want to help out! The author really
knows how to hook you in.' StefLoz Book Blog,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Just when you think this series can't
possibly get any better Carol Wyer proves us
wrong again. Somebody's Daughter is the 7th
instalment in The Natalie Ward series and while
her personal life has become more settled the
crimes she and her team have to deal with have
not. Another cracking read with a great who
done it that left me guessing til the end. As at
the end of every book by Carol I look forward to
her next one.' Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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